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Abstract

How are politicians informed and who do politicians seek information from? The role
of information has been at the center for research on legislative organizations but there
is a lack of systematic empirical work on the information that Congress seeks to acquire
and consider. To examine the information flow between Congress and external groups,
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tee hearings and 755,540 witnesses spanning 1960-2018. We show descriptive patterns
of how witness composition varies across time and committee, and how different types
of witnesses provide varying levels of analytical information. We develop theoreti-
cal expectations for why committees may invite different types of witnesses based on
committee intent, inter-branch relations, and congressional capacity. Our empirical ev-
idence shows how committees’ partisan considerations can affect how much committees
turn to outsiders for information and from whom they seek information.
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Introduction

How are politicians informed and who do politicians invite to provide information in the

policymaking process? Members of Congress work in complex environments, are time con-

strained, make decisions that have important and potentially far-reaching consequences, and

are constantly pressured to act (Baumgartner and Jones 2015; Curry 2015). In this envi-

ronment, information is one of members’ most important strategic needs and tools as they

consider legislation (Krehbiel 1991). Members may need information about the importance

of problems that they are asked to address (Baumgartner and Leech 1998). Additionally,

members may also require information about the likely impact, effectiveness, or unintended

consequences of policy proposals on their constituents (Krehbiel 1991; Baumgartner and

Jones 1993) and reelection chances (Hansen 1991).

Corporations, think tanks and other groups seek to influence legislators through the pro-

vision of information. Members’ desire for information thus serves as an opportunity for

external groups to enter and gain influence. Providing information as a form of lobbying has

long been characterized in the formal theory literature (Austen-Smith 1993; Schnakenberg

2017), and is also a key factor in understanding the strategic behaviors that Congress ex-

hibits when it comes to controlling the bureaucracy and the issues of delegation (Banks and

Weingast 1992; Gailmard and Patty 2012).

Despite the vast theoretical attention paid to the role of information in legislative organi-

zation and interactions between legislators and external groups, there is a lack of systematic

empirical work on the information that Congress seeks to acquire and consider. Who do

members of Congress seek information from, and how does information content vary by

the identity of the providers? How do institutional conditions such as divided government

and congressional capacity affect information acquisition? Exploring these questions empir-

ically is essential to understanding the role of information in legislative institutions and how

effectively members enact policies (Volden and Wiseman, 2014).
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While there are various avenues through which Congress can collect information, commit-

tee hearings and the corresponding witness invitation process present a unique, observable

setting that reveals the specific external individuals and information that committee mem-

bers have selectively sought to consider and convey to other members, interest groups, the

media, and voters during the committee process. Committee hearings are also considered

one of the main settings where members actively collect and evaluate information for con-

gressional deliberation (Quirk 2005). We leverage these facts and use witness testimony to

examine the information-seeking behavior of congressional committees.

We present the most comprehensive analysis to date of the information flow between

Congress and external groups by examining the types of witnesses that committees invite

from 1960-2018 and the conditions under which committees turn to some types of witnesses

more than others. First, we introduce our data and describe witness invitation patterns

across 74,082 hearings and 755,540 witnesses who testified in Congress during the 58-year

period of our data. We classify witnesses’ organizational affiliation into 18 types (such

as bureaucrats or labor unions) to capture who Congress invites. We provide descriptive

patterns that track the variation in witness composition across time, by committee, and by

party in the majority. In addition, we show how the content of witness testimonies can vary

by one particular characteristic – the amount of “analytical” information present (Esterling

2004) – and show how this differs by witness affiliation.

Given the varying patterns of the witnesses who testify in front of committees, under-

standing what can influence the invitations patterns of different types of witnesses is impor-

tant. As hearings are public in nature, committees use hearings and witness invitations to

further political goals such as promoting partisan agendas (Park 2017, 2021, 2022). Under

certain conditions, however, committees – in particular the chair and their majority party

delegation – are more likely to seek out witnesses who can provide analytical input to policy

decisions, and we focus on these conditions. We argue that partisan incentives of committees

determine when committees seek out analytical information: 1) when the committee chair
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has not yet staked out the committee’s position on a policy under consideration, 2) when the

majority party enjoys unified government, and 3) when there is a lack of motivation within

party leadership to curtail committees’ information-seeking capacity. These conditions give

these particular actors the incentives and ability to conduct relatively in-depth information

searches. In the first, the committee chair has not yet advanced a bill through the committee

process and so committee members do not yet have to defend or sell a particular position in

drafted legislation, allowing them the flexibility to hear from those who can provide exper-

tise in policy development. In the second, the majority party is assured of control over the

policymaking process from onset through implementation, and has the incentive to receive

information that helps develop and carry out effective legislation in their favor. And in the

third, party leaders allow committees to have the internal resources needed to enable the

selection and arrangement of expert witnesses.

We test our argument using our new comprehensive dataset. First, results show that

committees invite different types of witnesses at different rates based on the committee’s

intent (the chair’s decision) to hold a hearing in order to explore potential legislation or

to consider a specific bill. Consistent with our argument, committees turn to think tanks,

universities, and bureaucrats – witnesses who can provide more analytical information – at

higher rates for hearings without a bill, when committees are using hearings to learn about an

issue area or in preparation for future legislation. Committees pivot to invite witnesses from

mass-based groups such as labor unions, trade associations, and membership associations at

higher rates for hearings on a specific bill, when committees are using hearings and witness

testimonies to assess the likely impact of the legislation and build a case for the bill presented

under consideration.

Second, we find that during periods of unified government, committees – more specifi-

cally, the majority party delegation – are more likely to invite higher rates of bureaucrats to

testify, a witness group that has been characterized as possessing an informational advantage

in policy production and implementation that can result in more effective legislation (Gail-
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mard and Patty, 2012). During periods of divided government, committees invite relatively

lower rates of bureaucrats and instead invite higher rates of witnesses from think tanks, uni-

versities, and from within Congress itself. This diverging invitation pattern of bureaucrats

is particularly pronounced when hearings are held on issues that the president prioritizes.

These findings support our argument for how inter-branch partisan considerations affect who

a committee turns to for information, especially in terms of how much bureaucratic input a

committee welcomes. Our evidence shows how committees limit the amount of expert infor-

mation from an executive branch favorable to the opposing party’s president and, instead,

open a door to external groups such as think tanks and university researchers to compensate

for the relative loss of information from bureaucrats (Banks and Weingast, 1992).

Third, we consider how partisan-motivated cuts made by party leaders on congressional

capacity affect witness invitation patterns. We examine how a 1995 reform, led by party

leaders from a new Republican majority in the House, downsized the internal resources of

Congress (Bimber 1996; Kosar 2020) and subsequently affected the information acquisition

behavior of committees. Using a difference-in-differences design, we show how the elimination

of the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)—a supporting agency which provided an

arguably neutral source of expertise to Congress on emerging technologies and other scientific

matters—drove committees to change their behavior in how much and from whom they seek

external information. We find that committees who relied most on internally-produced

information within Congress saw a drastic drop in the number of technical and scientific

witnesses invited in the wake of the partisan-driven cut in congressional capacity.

Broadly, this article makes three notable contributions. We construct the most compre-

hensive database to date on congressional committee hearings and witnesses who appear

before Congress; our data not only greatly expands the year coverage of hearings and wit-

nesses, but also provides valuable data such as the individual affiliations and types of these

witnesses. In addition, while there has been ample theoretical attention devoted to the role

of information in legislative organization and behavior, our findings fill a gap by providing
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empirical evidence on how partisan consideration can affect how much legislatures turn to

outsiders for information and who in particular they turn to. Lastly, and more generally,

this paper pushes forward our understanding of how external groups seek to influence legis-

lators through the provision of information at congressional hearings, an important venue for

congressional deliberation (Quirk and Bendix 2011). By documenting which external groups

get invited and whether the type of information varies by group affiliations, our research

highlights the potential role of external groups in shaping legislative processes.

The next section provides a primer on congressional hearings and witnesses, followed by

an introduction to our new dataset on witnesses, key descriptive statistics on witness invi-

tation patterns, and the variation in the type of information witnesses provide. Then, we

present theoretical arguments for how committees undergo information searches for policy

learning under specific conditions and provide empirical evidence for our theoretical expec-

tations. The final section discusses the implications of the findings and suggests paths for

future work.

A Primer on Congressional Hearings and Witnesses

The committee stage is a prime market for information. The importance of hearings during

the committee stage has been noted by the congressional literature (Oleszek, 1989; Deering

and Smith, 1997), and has been the setting of previous studies on communication and infor-

mation flow among legislators, interest groups, and bureaucrats (e.g. Leyden 1995; McGrath

2013). Previous research and case studies have shown how legislative outcomes and the con-

tent of bills have been affected by the information that is aired and discussed at committee

hearings (Burstein, 1999), and by conflicts among witnesses’ testimonies about issue framing

during committee hearings (Baumgartner and Jones, 1993).

Congressional committees hold these hearings to carry out their work. Namely, hearings

are held for one of four purposes: (1) to collect information and opinions on legislation, (2) to
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conduct oversight on executive agencies, (3) to investigate events, and, in Senate committees,

(4) to consider presidential nominations as part of confirmation processes (Heitshusen 2017).

In any type of hearing, members from both the majority and minority parties are given

the chance to make statements, ask questions, debate opinions, invite outside witnesses to

testify, and question outside witnesses about the topics at hand. In general, hearings provide

an opportunity for committee members to engage with external witnesses as members collect

information, discuss ideas, and formulate policy. Witnesses who appear in Congress only

appear in front of committees; there are no witnesses who testify on the floor.

Members during the committee stage are thus faced with the decision of who – which

witnesses – to invite to testify and provide information. Committee members, with their

committee staff, will identify potential witnesses for a hearing (Heitshusen, 2017; Davis,

2015). There is no limit to the number of witnesses that may be invited.1 During the

consideration of potential witnesses, the committee members of the majority party may

weigh in on the selection of witnesses and provide recommendations to the chair, though

the chair possesses the gatekeeping power over which witnesses ultimately get invited to

testify. Since 1970, the minority party’s committee members have been granted protection

by chamber rules to call their own witnesses of choice on at least one day of each hearing.

In some cases, witnesses are selected to represent various points of view; in other cases,

witnesses are selected to represent a specific point of view (Davis, 2015; Heitshusen, 2017;

Park, 2017). When choosing witnesses, committees are faced with making various choices,

such as how many or what types of witnesses to invite. When thinking about what types

of witnesses to invite, witnesses can vary by numerous characteristics, such as gender, ide-

ological leaning, expertise in the issue area, etc. While there can be an unending list of

characteristics that can describe witnesses, many salient characteristics may not be known

for certain or available to a committee when they are inviting witnesses, such as precise

1Witnesses who receive invitations are often eager to testify, but if not, committees can exercise their
congressional subpoena power to compel a specific witness to testify (Davis, 2015).
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knowledge of a witness’ ideology.2 However, one clear, salient, and easily accessible charac-

teristic for committees to use is a witness’ organizational affiliation. In the existing literature,

organizational affiliations have been used to characterize groups present and active in the po-

litical process (Yackee and Yackee 2006; Schlozman et al. 2015). Although there is variation

in the resources and opinions within the same affiliation type, affiliation types can be a good

proxy for the overall composition and diversity of the invited witnesses from the perspective

of the committees.

Thus, while the process for inviting witnesses is rather straightforward, there can be

a variety of factors that can affect which witnesses, especially in terms of affiliations, are

invited to testify and appear before committees, which we expand upon in a later section. In

the next section, we describe our comprehensive dataset and start with descriptive patterns

to illustrate what witness compositions in Congress have looked like.

New Data on Congressional Hearings and Witnesses

We constructed a new dataset on congressional committee hearings and witnesses from 1960

to 2018. This data was collected from ProQuest Congressional. The dataset includes full

names and organizational affiliations of the 755,540 witnesses who appeared in 74,082 hear-

ings of the House, Senate and Joint standing committee hearings during this period. For

each hearing, we extracted the following hearing-level information: title, date, the name of

the committee, summary of hearing contents, and any bill numbers considered in the hearing.

2The ideology of external groups has received vast theoretical attention in the literature of legislative or-
ganization and lobbying (e.g., Kollman 1997). While witness ideology may be of interest to scholars, the
ideology of witnesses is difficult to determine accurately and systematically across our extensive dataset.
Although the ideologies of witnesses could be extracted by using data based on campaign contributions
(Bonica, 2016), not all witnesses or witnesses’ organizational affiliations have made political donations that
would be necessary to be ideologically scored. Crosson, Furnas, and Lorenz (2020) show that groups that
made contributions, which will appear in Bonica (2016)’s DIME dataset, are unrepresentatively conserva-
tive compared to non-donating groups. This limitation will result in significant missing data and a strong
selection issue in term of groups with ideology measures. Crosson, Furnas, and Lorenz (2020) also docu-
ment that there is substantial ideological heterogeneity within types, so we do not attempt to use witness
affiliations as a proxy for ideology.
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Compared to the existing data on congressional hearings used by scholars, our database

is the most comprehensive to date in terms of both the year coverage and the breadth of

information.3 Although some extant literature has analyzed witnesses who testified in a

small selection of hearings in a limited period of time (e.g., Leyden 1995), the congressional

scholarship has never systematically built a complete, extensive dataset on witnesses who

testified in committee hearings.

We further processed the raw data by constructing key variables that capture witnesses’

characteristics. Our key interest is the witnesses’ affiliations. As stated previously, affiliations

have been used to characterize groups in the political process, and other characteristics such

as ideology or expertise on issues are either difficult to measure or unavailable for an extensive

set of witnesses. Therefore, we focus on the affiliations of witnesses, which provide a good

approximation for the types of external groups that are invited to congressional hearings.

We classified witnesses’ affiliations into 18 types. Table 1 presents the 18 types, percentage

of each type in our dataset, an example of a witness affiliation (or title) in each type, and the

9 broader parent categories of the 18 different types that are used for graphical presentations

of our data later.

This classification was a careful procedure: a) first, we constructed a list of affiliations of

potential witnesses based on existing data from five different sources which we detail in the

next paragraph, then b) assigned one of our predetermined categories to each organization

or job category, and finally c) merged the list to our new dataset on witnesses by matching

the affiliations from both sides of the data. This process involved both automated match

and extensive manual cleaning. It results in a dataset that, for the first time, systematically

catalogs the organizational affiliation of every witness who has testified in Congress from

1960-2018.4

3For example, the data on congressional hearings as part of the Policy Agendas Project (PAP) start from 1970
and do not provide any information about witnesses. See more at https://www.comparativeagendas.net/

4There are 23,519 out of 755,540 witnesses (3.1%) who have missing affiliation information. These cases are
when the witness information only includes names of witnesses without further information. There is no
systematic pattern of missingness in the affiliation type by year or committee.
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Table 1 – Types of Witness Affiliation

Type Composition (%) Example Category
Agriculture 1.64 American Farm Bureau Business
Corporation 8.85 Ford Motor Co. Business
Trade Association 6.48 Chamber of Commerce Business
Bureaucrat 24.98 Department of Defense Bureaucrat
Congressional 9.81 Congressional Budget Office Congressional
State&Local Government 10.56 Mayor Local Gov
(K-12) Educational 1.06 Superintendent Local Gov
Think Tank&University 8.45 MIT Research
Membership Association 9.44 Veterans of Foreign Wars Membership Assoc.
Non profit 7.52 Environmental Defense Fund Nonprofit
Labor Union 2.29 AFL-CIO Labor
Judicial 0.94 District Court Other
Lawyers&Lobbyists 1.33 American Bar Association Other
Healthcare 1.66 American Hospital Association Other
Native American 1.24 National Congress of American Indians Other
Religious 0.60 US Catholic Conference Other
Citizen 2.77 Resident Other
International 0.39 World Bank Other

Total Number of Witness 732,021

There are five sources from which we retrieved the list of organizations, groups and federal

bureaucratic agencies to use in the above procedure. First, we extracted names of clients and

lobbying firms from the Lobbying Disclosure Act (LDA) data available at LobbyView.org

(Kim n.d.). Second, we retrieved a list of organizations or employers of political donors

from the Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections by (Bonica 2016). Third,

we collected a list of departments and agencies of the federal bureaucracy from the Office

of Public Management (OPM). Fourth, we also utilize the Washington Representatives Di-

rectory which includes organizations that are active in Washington DC politics. Lastly, we

collected a list of foreign governments from the Correlates of War Project. Together, these

five datasets identified 1,063,223 unique names of the groups with which witnesses can be

potentially affiliated.

In addition, we constructed committee-level variables, explained in a later section, and

merged them to our dataset on witnesses. Next, we classified hearings into three types:
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Figure 1 – Number of Hearings and Witnesses in Congress Over Time
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Notes: The left figure shows the total number of hearings held by congressional committees in each

two-year Congress in each chamber. The right figure shows the total number of witnesses who

have appeared in committee hearings in each two-year Congress in each chamber. Each Congress is

plotted by its first year.

legislative, oversight or investigative, and nomination hearings.5 Lastly, we merged issue

areas of each hearing from the Policy Agendas Project database on congressional hearings.

Descriptive Statistics: Witness Compositions

Our new dataset shows that the number of witnesses who appear in Congress varies signif-

icantly over time. Figure 1 illustrates the total number of witnesses who have appeared in

each two-year Congress in each chamber from 1960 through 2018 and the number of hearings

held by committees in each two-year Congress. A couple of main patterns emerge. First, the

peak in the number of witnesses occurred in the late 1970s, where the number of external

witnesses topped out at 29,665 in the 95th House (1977 through 1979) and 17,027 in the 93rd

5We identify nomination hearings as hearings that considered a nomination. For oversight or investigative
hearings, we follow McGrath (2013) and classify non-nomination hearings as oversight or investigative if
the PAP’s description of that hearing contain one or more of the following words: “oversight,” “review,”
“report,” “budget request,” “control,” “impact,” “information,” “investigation,” “request,” “explanation,”
“president,” “administration,” “contract,” “consultation,” “examination.” This is the same set of words
used to filter for these types of hearings by McGrath (2013). Finally, we classify hearings that are not
oversight or investigative, nor nomination hearings, as legislative hearings.
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Senate (1973 through 1975). This is likely in accordance with the increase in the number

of subcommittees that resulted from the Subcommittee Bill of Rights in 1974; an increase

in the number of subcommittees likely increases the number of hearings held and thus the

number of witnesses. These maximums then decrease across time until the minimums seen

in most recent years; the number of witnesses in Congress experienced a decline since the

1980s, with around five times fewer witnesses testifying in Congress now than at the peak

in the late 1970s.6 One possible contributor to this is a reform in 1995 that drastically cut

the number of subcommittees, which had the opposite effect as the 1974 reform; cutting

subcommittees means fewer chances for subcommittee hearings and thus witnesses (Deering

and Smith, 1997). The rise of partisan polarization that has shifted the power and resources

from committee chairs to party leaders, as well as increased lobbying by interest groups and

increased time demands for fundraising, could also contribute to the declining number of

hearings and witnesses invited to hearings (Quirk 2005; Quirk, Bendix, and Bachtiger 2018;

Lee 2015).

Two other patterns between the two chambers can be seen from Figure 1. First, the

number of witnesses follows similar trends in the House and the Senate; when the number

of witnesses rises [falls] in one chamber, the number of witnesses rises [falls] as well in the

other chamber. Second, the number of witnesses in the House for any given year has always

been greater than the number of witnesses in the Senate. Finally, while Figure 1 presents

the total number of witnesses in each chamber, Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix present

the number of witnesses who have appeared by committee over time.

The composition of witness affiliations across time is presented in Figure 2. For illus-

trative purposes, we grouped the 18 affiliation types we identified through the procedure

6While the trend in the number of witnesses does sharply decrease across time, the points seen in the last
two years of the graph (2017-2018) do not include all hearings held, as hearings are still not completely
made available for the most recent Congresses. For instance, classified hearings that happened in recent
Congresses may not yet be declassified (compared to classified hearings that have been declassified across
time).
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Figure 2 – Witness Affiliations Over Time
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described previously into 9 parent categories for Figure 2.7 On the whole, bureaucrats rep-

resent the plurality of witnesses at any point in time. Over time, there has a been a gradual

increase in the percentage of witnesses from the think tank and research category, and a de-

crease in the percentage of witnesses from membership associations and local governments.

In addition to these trends across time, interesting variations appear when looking at

committee-by-committee descriptive patterns. Bureaucrats strongly dominate the presence

of witnesses in the House Committees on Armed Services, Foreign Affairs, Veterans’ Affairs,

and Government Operations; this is perhaps due to the high administrative focus of these

committees. On the other hand, business witnesses command relatively more presence in the

Agriculture, Banking, Energy and Commerce, and Small Business Committees, reflecting the

tendency of these committees to request information from external sources in these industries.

Figure A3 shows the average witness affiliations by committee in the House, and Figure A4

in the Appendix shows the equivalent for Senate committees. We also present how witness

affiliations vary by majority party in Figures A5 and A6 in the Appendix.

7Appendix Figures A7 and A8 present trends in the number of witnesses by specific type across time, for
the House and the Senate, respectively.
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Variation in the Content of Witness Testimonies

These descriptive patterns show how the composition of witnesses, in terms of their affilia-

tions, has varied. While witness affiliations may be the clearest characteristic of a witness

present to committees when they choose witnesses, do affiliations capture meaningful differ-

ences in information? In this section, we illustrate one way in how the content of witness

testimonies can vary by their affiliation.

The content of witness testimonies can vary in numerous ways; one measure of infor-

mation that the existing empirical literature has focused on is the amount of falsifiable

statements about the policy under consideration. Esterling (2004, 2007) terms this type

of information analytical discourse, while other scholars have termed this type of informa-

tion as “policy-analytic knowledge” or “technical information” (Bradley, 1980). This stands

in contrast to non-analytical information, for example conveyed in the form of anecdotes

or personal information, which other scholars have categorized as “ordinary knowledge” or

“experiential discourse” (Esterling, 2007). While non-analytical information is also useful

politically, especially for politicians to be able to understand and connect with constituents

(Esterling, 2007), it is analytical information that is the necessary input to technical policy

development and is the type of information that positive theories have mostly focused on

(Krehbiel, 1991). Further, recent scholarly discussion on the declining analytical capacity of

Congress adds additional importance to understanding the quantity and quality of analyt-

ical information provided by external witnesses (Burgat and Hunt, 2020). Following this,

for the purposes of descriptive statistics in this section, we look at the amount of analytical

information present in witness testimonies as an example of how witness testimonies can

vary according to their affiliation type.

To do so, we collected hearing transcripts for the House from the 105th through 114th

Congresses from the Government Publishing Office and parsed the transcripts by each state-

ment or speaking instance (including speeches, questions, answers, and other declarations)
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made by witnesses.8 In order to measure which types of witnesses tend to provide more

analytical information in hearings, we quantify three aspects of witnesses’ testimonies: How

many words each witness spoke in a hearing; how many keywords which may convey analyt-

ical information that each witness used in a hearing; the proportion of these keywords out of

all the words that each spoke in a hearing. We take the proportion of keywords as the main

variable of interest as it best shows how efficiently a witness conveys analytical information

in their testimony. We identify the set of keywords that may contain analytical informa-

tion in three ways: words related to cognitive orientation from the Harvard IV-4 dictionary,

words frequently appearing in information-seeking statements as identified in Park (2021),9

and any additional word stems that are similar to those in the first two groups. Details on

how we identify keywords through these approaches can be found in Appendix Section B.

As we are interested in how witness affiliations correlate with the amount of analytical

information present in witness testimonies, the main independent variables of interest are

witness affiliation types. Figure 3 presents the coefficients on witness type fixed effects, from

an ordinary least squares regression that predicts the proportion of keywords that a witness

uses in a hearing. We include hearing- and committee- level controls, along with issue,

committee and congress fixed effects; the full regression model and results are presented

in Appendix Table A1. The reference group is set as the witnesses representing nonprofit

organizations.

The figure shows that bureaucrats and witnesses from think tanks and research organi-

zations tend to give testimonies with the highest proportion of analytical information. On

the other hand, individual citizens without an organizational affiliation and those repre-

8Based on the committee assignment data by Stewart and Woon (Stewart III and Woon 2017), committee
members’ speaking instances in the transcripts are identified by their last names. Similarly, witnesses are
identified by their last names based on the witness data we have. We use only the witnesses’ testimonies
for this study.

9Using the same hearing transcript dataset analyzed in this study, Park (2021) constructed the grandstanding
score which measures the intensity of political messages conveyed in the statements that committee members
made during hearings. As a side-product of the score, members’ statements scoring low are featured largely
by either procedural statements or information-seeking statements. We utilize the frequent words in these
statements while screening out the words relevant to procedural statements.
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Figure 3 – Proportion of Keywords by Witness Type

Notes: Vertical lines indicate 95% confidence interval. The reference group is the witnesses from

nonprofit organizations.

senting religious institutions tend to provide the lowest proportion of analytical information,

which seems naturally consistent and lends confidence that our measurement is substantively

valid.10 There is a clear gap between the types of witnesses who provide the most and least

analytical testimonies. Based on Figure 3, the difference between the coefficients for the

bureaucrats and citizens is 0.017. Given that the witnesses in this analysis tend to speak

about 1,923 words in a hearing on average, bureaucrats are likely to use 32 more analytical

keywords in a hearing on average than ordinary citizens.

10Alternatively, when the number of keywords spoken is used as a dependent variable, the top two and
bottom two groups remain the same. The coefficient plot for this model is presented in Figure A9 in the
Appendix.
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The pattern demonstrated in this section shows that not all witness testimonies are the

same in the type of information they provide. When examining the relative amount of

analytical statements present in testimonies at hearings, it is clear that committees may

receive different amounts of analytical information based on what types of witnesses they

invite. This motivates how the compositions of witnesses hold important implications for

committees, as not only do witness invitations show who committees select to hear from, but

they also signify the different types of information that committees may ultimately receive

from witnesses.11

How Institutional Factors Affect Witness Invitations

The descriptive patterns in the previous section provide a picture of how the level of an-

alytical information in witness testimonies varies by the type of witnesses. Understanding

what affects the invitation patterns of witnesses, then, is important to understanding the

information that committees seek out and receive. As we are interested in who committees

invite to provide information to produce policy, we focus on legislative hearings and, in par-

ticular, witnesses who can provide analytical input to policy development. In this section,

we explain under what conditions we expect committees to invite witnesses who can provide

high levels of analytical information.

Legislative hearings are public and formal in nature; as explained in the primer section,

these hearings provide committees – the committee chair, ranking member, and majority and

minority party delegations – with opportunities to collect information, discuss ideas, and for-

mulate policy. As such, hearings and witness testimony can be used by committees to further

political goals, such as promoting partisan agendas or communicating vote intentions and

justifications (Park 2017, 2021, 2022). Under certain conditions, though, committees are

more likely to seek out witnesses who can provide analytical input to policy conditions.

11In Appendix B.6, we provide an additional analysis on witness testimonies using a topic model to further
demonstrate variations in contents of testimonies across different types of witnesses invited to hearings on
the same issue.
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We present a theoretical framework that incorporates how three conditions, representing a

committee’s partisan-driven incentives, can affect who the committee turns to for external

information. We argue that committees, especially the committee chair and majority mem-

bers as the dominating actors of committee proceedings, seek out witnesses who can provide

analytical information under three conditions largely driven by partisan considerations: 1)

when the committee chair has not yet staked out the committee’s position on a policy under

consideration, 2) when the majority party enjoys unified government, and 3) when there

is a lack of motivation within party leadership to curtail committees’ information-seeking

capacity. Below, we expand on how under these three conditions we expect committees to

invite more witnesses who can provide analytical input to policy decisions.

Committee Intent. The committee system and committees’ power in exploring the

sources and quality of information during policymaking have been the center of scholarly

discussion on the deliberative function of Congress, of which committee hearings are an

essential part (Quirk and Bendix 2011). Members of committees can target various goals in

legislative hearings, as they can collect and provide information, persuade other members

and constituents, mitigate conflict, or signal potential issues with the legislation (Brasher

2006, Huitt, 1954, Park 2017). As such, the witness invitation patterns may vary based

on the intent the committee, and more specifically the chair, has for holding the legislative

hearing. A committee chair can hold the hearing without including a bill that was referred

to the committee – a non-referral hearing – or can hold the hearing with a bill attached to

it – a referral hearing. A referral hearing naturally highlights and focuses on a bill, while a

non-referral hearing does not have legislation as the cornerstone of the hearing. As the chair

has both options, the revealed choice of a referral hearing implies that the spotlight on the

bill aligns with the chair’s own partisan goals.

A non-referral hearing, compared to a referral hearing, likely reflects the chair’s intention

to hold a hearing more so to learn about the issue area or potential legislation. In a non-

referral hearing, the committee itself has not yet staked out or advanced a public position
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with a bill, and so has the flexibility and incentive to seek out analytical information from

experts. Given this situation, the chair, along with members of the committees, may wish to

seek expert information about the details of what is needed to create policy from a narrower

set of witnesses that can provide expert information.

In contrast, a referral hearing is anchored to a specific piece of legislation. Thus, in a

referral hearing, committee members are more likely to have the intent of learning political

information, a type of information that allows the committee to gauge a specific view of

certain groups and the viability of the bill under consideration. Members may wish to learn

about positions or reasonings for or against the specific bill at hand from various stakeholders,

especially constituents and certain interest groups. In particular, members may wish to seek

information from a wider variety of witnesses, such as groups that are likely to be affected by

the legislation, in order to learn political information. Existing work on lobbying coalitions

suggests that diverse lobbying coalitions are useful from committees’ perspective to assess

the viability of bills by collecting political information from various groups (Phinney 2017;

Lorenz 2020). Therefore, we expect that referral hearings will feature a more diverse set of

witnesses, especially those who can inform politicians about the political consequences of

advancing the bill considered in the hearing.

Committee members may thus wish to seek different types of witnesses based on their

intent for the hearing; they may change the scope of information they seek and the sources

that they invite to testify. This leads to our first hypothesis:

Committee Intent Hypothesis: Committee members will invite a narrower set of witnesses

and relatively more witnesses who can provide analytical information in non-referral hearings

compared to referral hearings. Committee members will invite a more diverse set of witnesses

and relatively more witnesses from groups that are likely to be affected by legislation in referral

hearings compared to non-referral hearings.
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Inter-Branch Relations. Second, we consider whether committees – more specifically,

the majority party delegation – will invite more witnesses who can provide analytical input to

policy decisions when there is divided government versus unified government. Inter-branch

relations present a particularly large incentive (or disincentive) for a committee to engage in

policy learning, as committees take into account the amount of control they have over the

policymaking process and the informational advantage that bureaucrats possess.

To start, divided government creates concerns about legislative control over the im-

plementation process and, thus, Congress has created numerous legislative and procedural

solutions to increase its influence on the executive branch. For one, they can design agen-

cies to be more insulated from the president’s influence (Lewis, 2003), or they can write

more detailed laws (Huber, Shipan, and Pfahler, 2001) to reduce the discretion delegated

to the bureaucracy. Congressional hearings are another tool that the legislative majority

can employ to exercise control over the executive branch. For example, scholars document

that divided government is strongly related to committees’ use of investigative hearings on

the executive branch’s conduct (Kriner and Schickler, 2016). While Kriner and Schickler

(2016) examine investigative hearings in particular, the logic of attempting to manage the

power of the executive branch through hearings can be applied to legislative hearings as well:

under divided government, committees who are developing and deciding policy may want to

limit the influence of the executive branch in legislative matters more so than under unified

government.

Another important consideration is that when the majority party has unified control over

government, they have the incentive to seek out information to develop the most effective

legislative solution. Bureaucrats possess an informational advantage in policy production

and implementation (Gailmard and Patty 2012) and our own descriptive analysis reveals

that bureaucrats provide the highest levels of analytical information. When the majority

party has unified control over government and are incentivized to produce the most effective
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policy, then, bureaucrats present extremely valuable sources of information to assist them in

doing so.

The informational advantage and policy expertise that bureaucrats possess raise a strate-

gic question for the majority party members of a committee as they consider whether to invite

bureaucrats as witnesses for legislative hearings to learn analytical information. Bureaucrats

can provide valuable information that the committee can then use to produce more effective

legislation, but bureaucrats come from the executive branch, with its own policy agendas

and goals. While there are many career civil servants in the bureaucracy, the president is

the head of the executive branch and, additionally, names political appointees who oversee

and directly manage career bureaucrats. The trade-off that majority party committee mem-

bers face between wanting bureaucrats’ expertise and limiting executive influence becomes

especially salient when there are policy disagreements between the legislative and executive

branches of the government (and especially on issues that the president prioritizes), which is

more likely during divided government. Thus, when the majority party in Congress differs

from the party of the president, the majority party’s committee members are faced with the

potential of bureaucratic witnesses representing the opposing party, and as a result, they

may be more likely to turn to other sources of expert information, such as other types of

witnesses or internal congressional sources. This leads to our second hypothesis:

Inter-Branch Relations Hypothesis: Committees will invite relatively fewer bureaucrats as

witnesses in legislative hearings during periods of divided government compared to periods

of unified government.

Congressional Capacity. Third, we consider how partisan-motivated changes made

by party leaders on the internal capacity of Congress affect the ability of committees to

identify and seek out witnesses who can provide high levels of analytical information for

policy learning. Scholars describe congressional capacity as the level of internal resources of

Congress, with one main resource being congressional support agencies. The Congressional
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Budget Office, Congressional Research Service, Government Accountability Office, and the

former Office of Technology Assessment make up the set of internal support agencies that

were created to serve and assist members and committees in their workflow (Kosar, 2020). In

general, these internal support agencies provide information to Congress that help identify

matters that Congress should address, arm legislators with specialized information, and help

rebalance intra-branch information asymmetries (Baumgartner and Jones, 2015).

This form of congressional capacity received a shock in 1995, when Republicans became

the House majority party for the first time since 1952. One of the core agendas of House

Speaker Newt Gingrich’s “Contract with America” platform was to downsize the government,

and the legislative branch was not immune. The Republican leaders in the House eliminated

funding for the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) and cut resources for the other

internal congressional support agencies as part of their 1995 reform (Bimber 1996).

Congress had created the OTA in 1972 to study emerging technologies and to provide

advice to Congress on these technologies and other scientific matters. The information

from the OTA, and other internal support agencies, were often routed through congressional

committees – an individual member of Congress could not request a study or report from

the OTA, but a committee could. As a result, committees that were particularly in need of

scientific and technical advice frequently requested information from the OTA, and the OTA

acted as an information provider and a source of expert staffers internally within Congress

(Bimber 1996). Committees who relied on the OTA reported not just the benefit of internal

information from the OTA, but also of trusted relationships with OTA staff that helped

committees navigate scientific research and sort through the amount of available expertise

and competing expert opinions (Tudor and Warner, 2019). Thus, with the elimination of

the OTA driven by the Republican majority in 1995, committees who frequently relied on

the OTA faced an immediate cut in internal information and the absence of a group of OTA

staffers who liaised between committees and the scientific community.
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We examine how the elimination of the OTA in 1995 affected the invitation patterns

of witnesses from research-based organizations such as think tank and universities for com-

mittees who had depended on the OTA for information and expertise. Without the OTA’s

advice and guidance, those committees may have a reduced capacity to even identify or

facilitate the invitation of scientific witnesses on their own. The process of witness selec-

tion takes time and resources, especially for the types of witnesses that require relatively

more effort to identify, research, and prepare. What’s more, the 1995 reform also drastically

cut committee staff across all committees.12 As staffers are integral to arranging witnesses

for hearings, sufficient numbers of committee staff may need to be maintained in order to

support a committee’s search for external information. The elimination of the OTA, along

with a substantial cut in committee staff, could result in a more drastic reduction of expert

witnesses in the committees that relied more on the OTA, even though demand for those

types of witnesses may have increased. This leads to the hypothesis that emphasizes the

amplifying effect of the loss of congressional capacity:

Congressional Capacity Hypothesis: Committees that relied more on the OTA will invite rel-

atively fewer witnesses from think tanks and research organizations in legislative hearings

after the elimination of the OTA.

Empirical Evidence

In this section, we provide empirical evidence for our theoretical argument. To do so, we use

our new comprehensive dataset and focus on legislative hearings in the U.S. House.

Committee Intent and Witness Invitations

We investigate the effect of committee intent on witness invitation patterns by examining how

the quantity of witnesses and composition of witnesses at a legislative hearing vary based

12Figure A13, which presents the patterns of committee staffing in each standing committee in the House
across time, shows that there were sharp declines in the number of committee staffers across the board.
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on whether the committee intends to use the hearing relatively more to learn analytical

information about an issue area or relatively more to learn political information about a

specific position of groups or the viability of bills, as previously discussed.

We use the following regression and ordinary least squares estimation:

Yhict = βHearing Characteristicshict + γCommittee Characteristicsct + αi + αc + αt + εhict

where the subscripts indicate hearing h, issue i, committee c, and congress t.13 The outcome

variable Yhict will measure (1) the quantity of witnesses and (2) the diversity of witness types

present at a given hearing, (3) along with the percentage of witnesses from each affiliation

type present at the hearing. Hearing Characteristics contain the main hearing-level variable

of interest that proxies the committee’s intent in the hearing: whether the hearing had a bill

attached to it. Besides this key explanatory variable, we also include control variables such as

Subcommittee (which equals 1 if the hearing was held at the subcommittee level, and equals

0 otherwise). We include fixed effects by committee, issue, and congress. While we use a

committee level fixed effect, we also include committee-level control variables in Committee

Characteristics ict such as the total number of committee members and the absolute difference

in DW-NOMINATE scores between the committee chair and the floor media, as they may be

of interest in the estimated results.14 Standard errors are clustered at the committee level.

Figure 4 presents the coefficient plots for the selected outcome variables of interests when

a hearing considers a specific bill (a referral hearing).15 The outcome variable “No.Witness”

is the number of witnesses invited to testify at the hearing. In referral hearings, committees

tend to invite more witnesses. The outcome variable “Diversity” represents the diversity of

witness types and is based on the Herfindahl index of the witness types that are present in

13The issues i represent the 21 major topics from the Policy Agendas Project.
14Additional committee-level time-varying controls are the absolute difference in the DW-NOMINATE

score between the Democrats and Republicans in the committee, and the absolute difference in the DW-
NOMINATE score between the committee median and floor median.

15Table A3 in the Appendix presents the results that investigates the effects of hearing characteristics on
witnesses.
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a given hearing: for the eighteen possible witness types, we calculate each type’s share of

the total number of witnesses in a given hearing and sum the squares of these shares. For

ease of interpretation, we take 1 minus this Herfindahl index in order to create our outcome

variable, such that a higher value will indicate more diversity in witness types in a hearing,

and a lower value indicates less diversity. The results in Figure 4 show that referral hearings

tend to have more witnesses, and a higher diversity of witnesses, compared to non-referral

hearings.

Figure 4 – The Effect of Hearing Considering Specific Bills on Witness Invitations
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Notes: Each plot indicates the regression coefficient for each outcome measure (x-axis). Y-axis shows

the regression coefficients; “No.Witness” is the number of witnesses, “Diversity” is the Herfindahl

index, and the others are the percentage shares of witnesses. The groups not shown in the plot

have coefficients that are not statistically significant. The plots are presented with 95% confidence

interval.

Which types of witnesses are invited more or less depending on a committee’s intent in

holding hearings? Figure 4 provides the evidence for our Committee Intent hypothesis. Com-

mittees tend to invite witnesses who can provide more analytical information for non-referral

hearings, the hearings that are relatively more about policy learning (negative coefficients in
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Figure 4). First, the results show that committees tend to seek out bureaucrats – their ana-

lytical information and expert information about policy production and needs – more often

for non-referral hearings compared to referral hearings. Second, the results also show that

committees invite relatively more witnesses from think tanks or universities (“Research”) for

non-referral hearings compared to referral hearings. Think tanks and universities represent

a relatively credible source of information. While think tanks and universities can certainly

be politically motivated or biased, when compared to other witness types (such as witnesses

from corporations or trade associations), the research from think tanks and universities hold

relatively more scientific weight due to their connections to academic research. This result,

then, points to congressional committees seeking out and obtaining relatively more informa-

tion from think tanks and universities at the development stages of the policy-making process

rather than at later stages when a specific bill is at hand. This holds true for witnesses from

corporations as well. Committees also tend to seek out information from corporations more

during non-referral hearings than during referral hearings.

The opposite, however, is true for witnesses from labor unions, trade associations, and

membership associations. Witnesses from these mass-based groups are more likely to be

invited and testify during referral hearings compared to non-referral hearings (positive co-

efficients in Figure 4). This suggests that once committees are further along in the policy-

making process and are deliberating a specific bill, they are more interested in learning

political information from witnesses who represent those who will be impacted by the leg-

islation or those who represent diverse group of individuals and organizations. This allows

committees to gather information about the electoral consequences of a specific bill and help

them predict the viability of bills in the legislative process. Also, these mass-based groups

such as the National Organization for Women (NOW) are well-connected with other interest

groups (Box-Steffensmeier, Christenson, and Craig 2019), and therefore, inviting these types

of groups when a committee considers a specific bill would be useful from the committee’s

perspective to collect information about views of various groups.
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Inter-Branch Relations and Witness Invitations

We investigate the effects of inter-branch relations on committees’ incentive for policy learn-

ing by examining how witness invitation patterns differ during periods of divided government

(when the majority party in the House is different from the party of the president) compared

to periods of unified government. We use the following regression and ordinary least squares

estimation:

Yhict = βHearing Characteristicshict + γCommittee Characteristicsct+

δCongress Characteristicst + αi + αc + αp + εhict

where the subscripts indicate hearing h, issue i, committee c, congress t, and president p.

Congress Characteristics includes Divided Government and Democratic Majority. The main

explanatory variable Divided Government equals 1 when the majority party in the House is

different from the party of the president and equals 0 otherwise. Democratic Majority equals

1 when the Democratic Party is in majority of the House and equals 0 otherwise (when the

Republican Party is in the majority). Both Divided Government and Democratic Majority

are at the congress-level; in order to estimate the effects of these variables that vary by

congress, we include president fixed effects (αp). Committee-level and hearing-level control

variables (i.e. the number of witnesses in a hearing) are included as controls, as previously.

The outcome variable Yhict will measure the percentage of witnesses in a given hearing that

are from an affiliation type.

We present the coefficient of estimating the effect of Divided Government on a selected

set of outcome variables in Figure 5. The full results, including outcomes of all affiliation

types and all control variables, are presented in Appendix Table A4.

Our analysis do not show a relationship between divided government and the number of

witnesses invited to testify at a hearing or the diversity of witness types. However, our results

do show that there is a negative, statistically significant effect of divided government on the

percentage of witnesses that a committee invites from the bureaucracy, compared to periods
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Figure 5 – The Effect of Divided Government on Witness Invitations
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Notes: Each plot indicates the regression coefficient for each outcome measure (x-axis). Y-axis shows

the regression coefficients; “No.Witness” is the number of witnesses, “Diversity” is the Herfindahl

index, and the others are the percentage shares of witnesses. The plots are presented with 95%

confidence interval.

of unified government. This lends support to our Inter-branch Relations hypothesis: during

divided government, committees (controlled by the majority party in Congress) are less

likely to invite bureaucratic witnesses from an executive branch controlled by the opposing

party. Specifically, our results show that divided government is associated with a decrease

of 2.6 percentage points in the percentage of witnesses who are bureaucrats, a magnitude

which represents 7.5% of the mean percentage of bureaucrats who testify before committees.

The direction of this finding holds important implications for the information searches that

committees undergo for policy learning during divided government, as our previous results

show that bureaucrats provide relatively higher amounts of analytical information in their

testimonies compared to other types of witnesses.

While committees may invite lower rates of bureaucrats to testify during periods of

divided government, committees compensate for this by inviting higher rates of witnesses
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from two types in particular. Figure 5 shows that there is a positive, statistically significant

effect of divided government on the percentage of witnesses that a committee invites from

think tanks and universities (“Research”), as well as on the percentage of witnesses that

come internally from Congress (“Congressional”). Divided government is associated with

an increase of two percentage points in the percentage of witnesses from think tanks and

universities – as the mean percentage of witnesses from this type who appear in hearings is

9.3%, this two percentage point increase represents just over 20% of the mean percentage of

witnesses of this type. Likewise, divided government is associated with an increase of around

one percentage point in the percentage of witnesses that come internally from Congress, an

effect magnitude which represents 12.5% of the mean percentage of witnesses of that type

who appear in hearings.

Additionally, we examine further variation into the effect of divided government on bu-

reaucrats as witnesses. We investigate whether the strategic decision to invite bureaucrats

as witnesses in congressional hearings also varies by the president’s issue priorities. Dur-

ing the divided government, when committees hold hearings on issues that the president

prioritizes, the committee chair and the majority party delegation may be less likely to in-

vite bureaucrats who would represent the viewpoints of the executive branch. To measure

the president’s issue priority, we use data from Comparative Agenda Project’s State of the

Union Speeches dataset, following existing work (e.g., Krause and O’Connell 2016; Ballard

and Curry 2021). This dataset provides issue information for each statement made during

the president’s speeches. We aggregate the number of issues by congress and assign a decile

for each issue area to identify the relative issue priorities of the presidents. Then, we merge

this information to our hearings dataset in order to determine whether a hearing was held

on an issue prioritized by the president.

Figure 6 presents the results.16 High salient issues refer to the issues that are placed in

top 50% and low salient issues refer to the issue that are placed in the bottom 50% in terms

16Table A5 in the Appendix presents the regression results and Figure 6 visualizes the results in column (3).
The reference category is a hearing on low salient issues under unified government.
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of the frequency of the State of the Union addresses in each Congress by the president. When

hearings are held on issues that the president does not prioritize, there is little difference in

terms of the frequency of inviting bureaucrats as witnesses between periods of unified and

divided government. However, when hearings are held on issues that the president prioritizes

(“High Salient Issues”), there is a clear diverging pattern: committees, likely driven by the

partisan incentives of the chair and their majority party delegation, invite relatively more

bureaucrats into hearings when the majority party in the House and the White House is the

same but invite relatively fewer bureaucrats as witnesses when there is divided control.

Figure 6 – The Effect of Divided Government on Inviting Bureaucrats as Witnesses By Presi-
dential Issue Priorities

Low Salient Issues High Salient Issues
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Notes: Plots indicate the changes in the percent of witnesses who are bureaucrats during uni-

fied/divided government, by the president’s issue priorities. The plots are presented with 95%

confidence interval.

Overall, these findings suggest that during divided government, committees turn rela-

tively less to bureaucrats for information, and instead turn relatively more to think tanks,

universities, and internal congressional sources for information. The partisan divide between

the House and the executive branch, therefore, may not just result in partisan obstacles for

the congressional majority in getting their legislation signed into law, as commonly under-
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stood, but also holds implications for who provides more (or less) information that Congress

emphasizes and chooses to publicly consider during policy-making.17

Congressional Capacity and Witness Invitations

To investigate how the Republican majority’s elimination of the OTA in 1995 affected the

witness invitation patterns of committees that depended on the OTA, we leverage the fact

that committees differed in their reliance on internal information. When analyzing the num-

ber of reports that congressional committees requested from the OTA, there is substantial

variation across committees. For example, from 1990-1995 (the period for which report re-

quest data is available), the House Committee on Small Business requested only one report

from the OTA, while the Energy and Commerce and Science, Space, and Technology com-

mittees requested 55 reports from the OTA.18 Certain committees, such as these latter two

committees, demonstrate a particular reliance on internal information, compared to other

committees who hardly made any use of the OTA and thus do not primarily rely on inter-

nally produced information. Thus, we assign Energy and Commerce and Science, Space, and

Technology as the group impacted by the treatment – the committees who would be affected

by the elimination of the OTA. We estimate the following difference-in-differences model to

examine whether witness invitation patterns exhibit distinctive trends in the treated com-

mittees compared to the control group of committees that do not primarily rely on internal

information:

Yhict = βTreatedc +
6∑

s=1

γsCongress100+s +
6∑

s=1

δt(Treatedc ·Congress100+s) +ρXhict +αi + εhict

17We also examine whether the party in control in the House is associated with witness invitation patterns.
As Table A4 shows, having a Democratic majority in the House does not affect the number of witnesses or
the diversity of witnesses invited, and does not affect the invitation patterns of bureaucrats, congressional,
or witnesses from think tanks or universities. However, a Democratic majority is associated with an
increase in the percentage of witnesses from labor unions, and a decrease in the percentage of witnesses
from trade associations – supporting the close relationship often ascribed to the Democratic party and
labor (Schlozman 2015).

18Figure A12 in the Appendix presents the distribution of the OTA assessment request by House committees.
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In this equation, Yhict indicates the outcome measures for witness characteristics at the

hearing level (for hearing h, issue i, committee c, in congress t). Treated indicates the two

House committees that had a strong reliance on internal information: the House Energy

and Commerce Committee and the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology.

The variable Congress captures the lead time periods from the 100th Congress (1987-1988),

which is the reference congress. The main variable of interest is δt, which indicates whether

there were any significant differences in the witness invitation patterns between the treated

and control groups before and after the reform in the 104th Congress. Xhict include other

hearing-level control variables. We include an issue fixed effect (αi), and standard errors are

clustered at the committee level.

Figure 7 presents the results for two outcomes: (1) the number of witnesses testifying

at the hearing and (2) the percent of witnesses from think tanks and universities.19 In

the figures, the reference Congress is the 100th Congress; the plots cover the time-trends

from the 101st Congress to the 106th Congress, a period which covers three terms before

and three terms after the 1995 reform. There is no pre-trend in terms of the number of

witnesses invited and the witnesses from think tanks and universities before 1995. However,

after the reform, there was a clear the decline in the number of witnesses in the treated

committees that heavily relied on the support from the OTA, though the pattern disappears

in the subsequent Congresses. The decline in the number of research-based witnesses in the

treated group right after the reform was more substantial, and the pattern continues in the

subsequent Congresses. Given that the average percentage of witnesses who were research-

based witnesses before the reform was 7.3%, the coefficients presented in Figure 7 suggest

that there was at least a 24% drop in the invitation of research-based witnesses after the

OTA elimination.

These decreases confirm the expectation from Congressional Capacity Hypothesis : Com-

mittees that relied more on the OTA will invite relatively fewer witnesses from think tanks

19The regression results are presented in Appendix Tables A6 and A7.
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Figure 7 – Elimination of the OTA on Witness Invitation Patterns
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Notes: The reference Congress is 100th. Reform took place in the 104th Congress. The plots are presented
with 95% confidence intervals.

and research organizations after the elimination of the OTA. This is contrary to the view

that committees who had relied heavily on the OTA may, in fact, be expected to increase

their efforts in inviting external witnesses, especially witnesses who can provide technical

and analytical information, in order to compensate for the loss of internal information that

had been provided from the OTA. However, a simultaneous cut in number of committee

staff across all committees in 1995 – those who play a key role in the selection, invitation,

and preparation process of witnesses, especially for technical and scientific witnesses – is

possibly one reason why committees who had relied on the OTA were unable to fill the void

created by the elimination of the OTA. A committee’s own staff would already be a weaker

substitute to OTA staffers – the chair of the U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and

Technology clearly stated in 2019 that “committee staff are not a replacement for OTA”

(Johnson, 2019) – but even so, committee staff was cut as well. Our analysis demonstrates

that how political parties, especially party leaders, could negatively affect committees’ abili-

ties to deliberate by sharply reducing resources and expertise that committees need (Quirk,

Bendix, and Bachtiger 2018).

Taken together, internal congressional support agencies and committee staff largely arm

committees with the ability to gather and process information; these two types of internal
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capacity can be characterized as “tools” that committees possess to conduct information

searches. The 1995 reform eliminated one internal source of information, the OTA, for

the specific committees that relied on this internal information – an action that has been

described as “congressional lobotomy” (Baumgartner and Drutman 2015). Our difference-

in-differences results reveal that these committees indeed suffered a drop in the number

of witnesses, especially the number of research-based witnesses, as a result of the partisan-

driven OTA elimination, and likely could not compensate for this loss of information because

of the commensurate cut to committee staff across Congress.

The elimination of the OTA in 1995 is characteristic of the larger trend in declining

congressional capacity. Scholars have raised concerns about Congress’ lack of capacity to

address public problems that society faces and fulfill its constitutional role (LaPira, Drutman,

and Kosar 2020). While we focus on the implications of declining congressional capacity at

the committee level, Crosson et al. (2021) show that individual members of Congress also

have reallocated their resources from legislative functions to district activities to increase

their electoral chances, a trend that they observe in both parties. Given the multiple changes

in congressional capacity both at the committee- and members’ office-levels, the effect of

declining capacity on the acquisition of analytical information needed to produce policy may

be even larger than our findings suggest.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the information flow between Congress and witnesses from

external groups. The theoretical framework we present explains how partisan incentives

of committees affect when committees are more likely to seek out analytical information

for policy learning, and we provide empirical evidence using a new, comprehensive dataset

on hearings from 1960-2018. In doing so, we show how different types of witnesses provide

different levels of analytical information in their testimonies, and how committees – especially
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the chair and majority members – are driven to seek out witnesses who can provide high

levels of analytical information under a set of partisan-driven conditions. We highlight our

main results below and suggest extensions for future work, to further emphasize how our

data can be of value to any scholars and policy-makers interested in the information flow

between Congress and external groups.

Our results illustrate how committees’ partisan conditions influence the types of wit-

nesses they seek out and how this affects policy learning. For one, our results reveal that

members of committees turn to different types of witnesses and different types of groups

based on committee intent: if they are exploring a legislative issue and thus likely to be

learning analytical information about a potential area for future legislation, or if they are

actively considering a specific bill and thus likely to be gathering information about electoral

consequences or the viability of the bills. This, in turn, suggests that different groups may

have different kinds of opportunities for influence through information provision during dif-

ferent stages of committee politics; extensions that closely examine this and the implications

of such opportunities may be of further interest to scholars of interest group politics.

In addition, we find that committees react to the partisan setting of divided government

by inviting lower percentages of bureaucrats to testify. This link between divided government

and lower invitation rates of bureaucrats not only has implications for the information that

committees receive, as bureaucrats have been shown to provide high levels of analytical infor-

mation in their testimonies, but also points to how committees may be choosing to respond

to partisan considerations over informational considerations. This motivates possible future

work that examines the extent to which committees may be behaving strategically with the

bureaucracy. More broadly, bureaucrats are one of the most common types of witnesses to

appear before committees, as shown in our data, and there is significant variation across

agencies regarding their ideologies (Richardson, Clinton, and Lewis 2017). Using bureaucrat

testimonies may be particularly promising for future work on the inter-branch sharing of in-
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formation between congressional committees and executive agencies with different ideological

leanings.

Finally, we show how the Republican majority’s elimination of the OTA in 1995 reduced

the invitation of research-based witnesses in the committees that heavily relied on the in-

ternal capacity of Congress. While we focus on witness types to characterize the potential

impact on the information acquisition of committees, various other ways of characterizing the

informational impact may be of further interest. For instance, the quality of information and

the use of scientific evidence cited by witnesses before and after the OTA elimination might

change. Further inquiry into how declining congressional capacity affects the presentation

and use of scientific evidence in witness testimonies can enrich scholars’ understanding of

the role of research and science in shaping public policy in the U.S.

The authors affirm this research did not involve human subjects. The authors declare no

ethical issues or conflicts of interest in this research. Research documentation and/or data

that support the findings of this study are openly available in the APSR Dataverse at DOI:
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Supporting Information for

How Are Politicians Informed? Witness Testimony
and Information Provision in Congress

A Additional Descriptive Statistics on Witness Ap-

pearances

Figure A1 breaks down the number of witnesses who testify by committee in the House,
across time. Immediately, it is clear that there are some House committees – Appropria-
tions, Ways and Means, and Commerce – who have historically invited more witnesses than
other committees. Committees focused on procedural or internal matters, such as Rules,
House Administration, and Standards of Official Conduct, have historically called the low-
est number of witnesses. Figure A2 is similar to Figure A1 except for the Senate. Among
the Senate committees, we see that committees with the highest number of witnesses are
Appropriations, Interior and Insular Affairs, and Labor and Public Welfare. Rules and Ad-
ministration, similar to its counterpart in the House, is one of the committees with the lowest
number of witnesses, though is joined by Veterans’ Affairs, Budget, and Foreign Relations.
Of note is the fact that Foreign Relations in the Senate and its counterpart, Foreign Affairs
in the House, both have low numbers of witnesses compared to the other committees.

Figures A3 and A4 show the average composition of witness affiliations by committee in
the House and Senate.

Figure A5 plots the composition of witness types (grouped by parent category for illus-
trative purposes) called by each party when they are in the majority party in each chamber.
The top bar in each panel shows the percentages of witnesses called of each category when
the Republicans are in the majority (and hold all committee chairs) in that chamber. The
bottom bar in each panel shows the percentages of witnesses called of each category when
the Democrats are in the majority (and hold all committee chairs) in that chamber. Figure
A6 presents the distribution of the composition of witnesses in the selected House commit-
tees by majority party. We focus on the years 2003-2010 (108th - 110th Congresses) where
Democratic and Republican parties had the same share of the majority party status in the
House (Republican party for the 108th and 109th Congresses and Democratic party for the
110th and 111th Congresses) to control for time-trends. We select the four committees that
held the largest number of legislative hearings - Government Operations, Foreign Affairs,
Judiciary, and Energy and Commerce - during the study period and examine whether dif-
ferent types of witnesses are invited to each committee depending on the majority party in
the House.

Figures A7 and A8 present the number of witnesses by 18 different affiliation types over
time in the House and Senate.
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Figure A1 – Witnesses in House Standing Committees Across Time
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Figure A2 – Witnesses in Senate Standing Committees Across Time
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Figure A3 – Witness Affiliations By House Committee
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Figure A4 – Witness Affiliations By Senate Committee
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Figure A5 – Witness Affiliations by Majority Party
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Notes: In each panel, the top bar presents the percentages of witnesses of each affiliation category

called in that chamber when the Republicans are the majority party in that chamber. The bottom

bars present the percentages of witnesses of each affiliation category called in that chamber when

the Democrats are the majority party in that chamber.
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Figure A6 – Witness Affiliations by Majority Party in Selected House Committees
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Figure A7 – Number of Witnesses by Type: House
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Figure A8 – Number of Witnesses by Type: Senate
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B Measuring Analytical Information in Witness Testi-

monies

B.1 Keywords

The keywords that potentially cue that a testimony may contain some analytical informa-
tion were chosen from three sources. First, we refer to the grandstanding score introduced in
Park (2021) which assigns a continuous score to committee members’ statements to measure
political messaging activities in congressional hearings from the 105th to 114th Congresses.
As a side-product of the score, members’ statements scoring low are featured largely by
either procedural statements or information-seeking statements. From the list of 200 most
frequent word stems in the statements scoring the lower quartile of the score, we selected
74 word stems that were deemed relevant to bills (e.g., bill, law and legisl), sources of in-
formation (e.g. inform, letter, record and report), research (e.g., author, data, estim and
studi), statistics (e.g., percent, rank and rate), logical relationship (e.g. relat, associ and
differ), cost-benefit calculation (e.g., benefit, budget, cost and dollar), policy consequences
(e.g., change, effect, impact and increase), and deliberation (e.g., discuss, possibl, and re-
view). Then, we added one more word stem and two special characters: “statist”, “%” and
“$”. These word categories can be considered constituting a typical policy-making process
which includes collecting information and data, analyzing them, assessing cost, benefit and
possible consequences of policy alternatives, and finally deliberating and making decision on
the choice of the alternatives.

Second, we additionally collected words that are related to cognitive orientation from the
“Harvard IV-4” dictionary. Specifically, we chose 32 words in the following sub-categories:
“know” (e.g., analyt, calcul and correl), “causal” (e.g., caus, consequ and odd), “com-
pare” (e.g., less, higher and better) and “quan” (e.g., approx, averg and disproportion)
and stemmed the words for the analysis.

Third, to complement the list, we identify 28 more word stems that are relevant to
analytical information but not in the list of words described above (e.g., diagnosi, survey,
examin, investig and measure) or the words that have similar meaning with that of the words
in this list but not included in the list (e.g., percentag is similar to “percent”; contrast is
similar to “differ”; result is similar to “consequ”). In total, we use 134 keyword stems for
this study. The full list of the keywords is below.

B.2 The List of the 134 Keyword Stems

$, %, address, analit, analysi, analyt, answer, approxim, assess, associ, author, averag,
awar, benefit, better, bill, budget, calcul, case, caus, chang, classif, classifi, comment, com-
par, comparison, consequ, consid, content, contrast, contribut, correct, correl, cost, criteria,
data, decid, decis, decreas, degre, determin, determinist, diagnosi, diagnost, differ, discuss,
disproportion, dollar, effect, empir, equival, estim, evid, examin, explain, fact, factor, fea-
sibl, fund, higher, impact, implaus, imposs, improv, increas, indic, influenc, inform, interest,
investig, laboratori, law, legisl, less, letter, level, list, lower, mean, measur, necessari, need,
number, object, odd, percent, percentag, plan, plausibl, point, polici, possibl, predict, prob-
abl, process, product, project, propos, rais, rank, rate, reason, recommend, record, reduc,
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refer, relat, report, requir, research, respond, respons, result, review, rise, risk, scienc, scien-
tif, solut, solv, specif, standard, statement, statist, studi, substanti, survey, technolog, test,
testifi, understand, unit, wors, yield

B.3 The Most and Least Analytical Testimony

B.3.1 With the length limit to include 50 to 150 words

The most analytical statements

1. “When projects are authorized, when there is a Chief’s Report and the Congress
authorizes a project, the economic analysis that is done on that calculates a benefit
to cost ratio. And that benefit to cost ratio is based on a 3.125 discount rate. When
the Office of Management and Budget evaluates projects for funding, including in the
President’s budget, that benefit to cost ratio is evaluated at a 7-percent discount rate.
So the budgeting discount rate is different from the authorization discount rate that’s
used.”

2. “We found that the differences are primarily–and this is a big amount of–the biggest
chunk was in the estimate of labor costs associated with the subcontractors. There were
costs also associated–of $1.2 billions–associated with engine cost that was a difference
in the estimate; also $1 billion in terms of the production cost reduction plans, and
also $800 million difference in terms of what the Air Force’s plans for–relating to
productivity investments.”

3. “In terms of offsetting the costs and benefits, we did offset those costs, so the benefits
are reduced by the amount of those costs in terms of attributing–and that’s in the
cost/benefit analysis, but in analyzing the costs and in analyzing the benefits, we did
reduce the benefits by those costs.”

The least analytical statements

1. “Now, the access through public lands is, again, a heated debate. The President just
drew an Executive Order declaring much of the border area and New Mexico as a
monument, wilderness, whatever. They are all the same. Is the Organ Pipe National
Monument, has that still got the signs up there requesting people not to go in there,
American citizens, saying you should not go in there because it is too dangerous?”

2. “I guess we mistakenly believed that it was a secret location, and the only people who
knew about it were the EOD staff from both SFPD, the FBI and the Sheriff’s Office.
Unbeknownst to us, this particular individual, and I won’t say too much, but was a
plumber in that area and apparently had seen the officers going into that area and
perhaps followed them in.”

3. “And don’t forget by the way, sir, that we have right now–and the senator gets upset
about this, but you have time to do this. We should do it this year. But we should
adjust the system so that we get ready for 2017 when more money is going out than
coming in, and we can do it.”
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B.3.2 Without the length limit

The most analytical statements

1. “Well, when you say higher costs, higher costs overall or higher costs—-”

2. “It would increase confidence, lower expected tax rates, and lower real interest rates.”

3. “That is correct. The President’s budget proposes a funding level of $100 million.”

The least analytical statements

1. “Thank you. I am going to ask my colleague, Mike Connor, to take that question.”

2. “Thank you very much, Mr. Souder, and your staff for helping to deal me in today.
I found out about this yesterday morning, and I’m pleased to be here. I am a former
college administrator and teacher. My name is Dean, but I was one once.”

3. “If Congress would like to do that, I would be absolutely thrilled.”

B.4 The Statistical Validation Strategy for the Measurement of
Analytical Information

This section explains how we constructed a human-coded validation measurement for the 100
sample paragraphs of witness testimonies. First, we randomly selected 1000 statements that
witnesses made and keep only the statements with more than 80 words. Then, if a statement
contains multiple paragraphs, we divide the statement by paragraph. Among the paragraphs
or single-paragraph statements, we keep only those with less than 50 words or more than
150 words. Second, we measure the proportion of keywords for each paragraph. Third, we
conduct random block sampling to construct 100 sample paragraphs to be human-coded;
we select 20 paragraphs from each of the following five blocks: 0-0.05, 0.05-0.1, 0.1-0.15,
0.15-0.2, 0.2 or above. The thresholds are chosen such that they divide the range that
the proportion of keywords in our data runs into five equidistant smaller ranges. Fourth,
each of the 100 sample paragraphs are randomly matched with another paragraph to create
1000 pairs. Fifth, each of the two trained student research assistants compares 500 pairs
and chooses the one that sounds more analytical. To define analytical information, we
borrow the definition of analytical information from Esterling (2007). That is, a paragraph
is analytical if it contains verifiable, fact-based, objective or positive statement as opposed to
non-verifiable, experiential, opinion-based, subjective or normative. After collecting coders’
choices, we fit a STAN model to measure the latent trait in the sample paragraphs and
construct a continuous measurement as suggested in Carlson and Montgomery (2017).

The correlation coefficient between our measurement, the proportion of keywords, and
the human-coded score resulting from the STAN model is 0.6, which provides statistical as
well as substantive validation of our measurement. This correlation shows that they run
in the same direction and this validation strategy is considered suitable for the purpose of
showing descriptive analysis about the differences across witnesses’ affiliation types.
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B.5 Regression and Results

The regression equation is shown below:

Proportion of keywordssfhict = α0+β∗Hearing Characteristicsh+γ∗Committee Characteristicsct

+αf + αi + αc + αt + εsfhict

where the subscripts indicate statements s, witness affiliations f , hearings h, issue i, com-
mittee c, and congress t.

In these regression models, we control for the following control variables. At the hearing-
level, we control for the number of times that a witness was asked to speak in a hearing,
an indicator for whether a bill was considered, the number of committee members present,
the number of witnesses present in a hearing, and a subcommittee hearing indicator. At
the committee level, we include the ideological distance between the floor median and the
committee median based on the DW-NOMINATE score to capture how ideologically extreme
the committee is as a group, the distance between Democrats and Republicans in a committee
to capture the level of polarization within a committee, the distance between the floor median
and the committee chair to measure the ideological intensity of the chair, and the average
legislative effectiveness score of the committee members who spoke in a hearing (Volden and
Wiseman 2014). We also include congress fixed effects, committee fixed effects, hearing issue
fixed effects (from the Policy Agendas Project), and witness affiliation fixed effects.1

The results from this regression is shown in Table A1 below.

1We also tested the partisan effect on witness testimonies by adding an indicator for the congresses where
the Democratic party was the majority party instead of the congress fixed effects. However, we did not find
any statistically meaningful partisan effects on all three dependent variables used in this analysis.
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Table A1 – Regression Results Analyzing Witness Testimonies

Dependent variable:

Words Keywords Keywords/Words

(1) (2) (3)

Number of Statements 66.521∗∗∗ 3.391∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗

(0.331) (0.020) (0.00001)
Bill −91.301∗∗∗ −3.313∗∗∗ 0.0005∗∗

(10.698) (0.637) (0.0002)
Number of Members 337.180∗∗∗ 11.059∗∗∗ 0.0004

(53.204) (3.166) (0.001)
Number of Witnesses −29.297∗∗∗ −1.686∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗

(0.994) (0.059) (0.00002)
Subcommittee Hearing −44.006∗∗∗ 0.020 0.001∗∗

(13.578) (0.808) (0.0003)
Committtee Ideology −554.421∗∗∗ −11.078∗ 0.009∗∗∗

(106.764) (6.353) (0.002)
Polarization of Floor −679.374∗∗∗ −38.686∗∗∗ −0.0004

(116.496) (6.932) (0.002)
Chair’s Ideology −248.777∗∗∗ −12.171∗∗∗ 0.0001

(51.078) (3.040) (0.001)
Avg. LES of Committee 7.279∗ 0.404 −0.00002

(4.327) (0.257) (0.0001)
Constant 2, 199.623∗∗∗ 108.552∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗

(91.597) (5.451) (0.002)

Witness Type FE Yes Yes Yes
Issue FE Yes Yes Yes
Committee FE Yes Yes Yes
Congress FE Yes Yes Yes

Observations 33,605 33,605 33,605
R2 0.652 0.604 0.149
Adjusted R2 0.652 0.603 0.147

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
The dependent variable in the first model is the number of words spoken; in the second,
the number of keywords spoken; and in the third, the proportion of keywords in the
total number of words spoken.
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Figure A9 – Number of Keywords by Witness Type

Notes: Vertical lines indicate 95% confidence interval.
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B.6 Content Analysis in Witness Testimonies

Here, we present an additional analysis of witness testimonies. Specifically, we analyze
whether and how different types of witnesses provide testimonies focusing on different content
in hearings dealing with the same broader issue. For this analysis, we focus on hearings held
on the “health” issue, which is one of the major topic categories constructed by the US
Policy Agendas Project. We choose to analyze hearings on this issue because these hearings
invited the most diverse set of witnesses in our witness dataset compared to the hearings
dealing with other major issues.

Using the statements that witnesses made in House committee hearings on health-related
issues from the 105th to 114th Congresses and the “stm” R package, we fit a structural topic
model with 20 topics to explore latent topics in the witness testimonies.2 Table A2 provides
the 20 words with the highest probability to appear in each topic. Then, we grouped 20
topics into six meaningful topic categories to simplify the analysis comparing topical focus
across nine witness categories: (a) [Medical] practice, (b) insurance, (c) government (e.g.
policy implementation and monitoring), (d) lawmaking, (e) research, and f) junk topics (e.g.
common nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs), and we use only the first five topic categories
for the analysis.3

Figure A10 presents the number of statements that witnesses in each witness category
spoke on each of the five topic categories. Note that the junk topic category is dropped from
the graph. In hearings on health-related issues, witnesses from bureaucratic agencies and
research institutions were invited and testified most frequently suggesting that hearings on
this issue are largely oriented towards gathering analytical information based on the findings
we present in the main text. In contrast, other groups are less likely to be invited to these
hearings.

To compare the topical focus of each witness group, Figure A11 presents the proportion
of statements for the same group of witnesses on each topic category. The witnesses from
government agencies tend to provide testimonies mainly on the topics related to government
(e.g. implementation and monitoring the progress of policy programs) and medical practices.
The witnesses from research institutions are the group that provides the largest proportion
of research-based testimonies. This analysis illustrates variations in the content of testimony
that different types of witnesses provide to congressional committees, even when they are
invited to discuss largely the same issue.

2We fit unsupervised topic models without specifying covariates. We fit models with 10, 20, and 30 topics.
Ultimately, we chose the 20 topic model because it seemed that the topic clusters resulting from the 10
topic model needed more detailed classification of topics while the topic clusters from the 30 topic model
seemed saturated with several overlapping topics. Thus, we proceeded with the 20 topic model.

3The 20 topics are grouped into 6 categories in the following manner: a) “Practice” includes medical practice,
medical treatment, virus, medication, disease, youth health, and drug; b) “Insurance” includes health
insurance, Medicare & Medicaid; c) “Government” includes inspection, crisis management, and veterans’
health; d) “Lawmaking” includes lawmaking and hearing procedures; e) “Research” includes analysis,
medical research, and stem cell research & women’s health. The three junk topics tend to include common
words (e.g. peopl, can, get, know, and realli). We labeled each of the 20 topics based on the 20 highest
probability words as well as the 20 most frequent and exclusive words in each topic.
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Table A2 – The Featured Words of Each Topic

Topic Label Highest Probability Words Most Frequent and Exclusive Words
Virus vaccin, virus, year, cdc, blood, diseas, flu,

influenza, immun, anthrax, dose, infect,
mercuri, pandem, manufactur, season, pro-
tect, anim, case, use

vaccin, plasma, cjd, virus, thimeros, amal-
gam, chiron, flu, measl, influenza, mmr,
tamiflu, antivir, h5n1, anthrax, mercuri,
vaer, nile, season, midlothian

Lawmaking issu, process, review, specif, recommend,
believ, polici, standard, comment, meet,
discuss, agenc, requir, regul, rule, decis, ap-
propri, author, propos, concern

comment, rule, statut, criteria, advisori,
commiss, draft, review, recommend, guid-
anc, board, input, specif, opinion, meet,
standard, app, polici, process, expert

Inspection medicar, provid, payment, program, plan,
servic, contract, beneficiari, cms, manag,
fee, claim, chang, requir, system, project,
fraud, part, process, also

hcfa, cms, contractor, audit, bid, fraud, fee,
contract, appeal, payment, beneficiari, oig,
claim, construct, icd, y2k, hcfas, overpay,
adjust, improp

Health insur-
ance

insur, health, plan, coverag, busi, employ,
benefit, cost, small, care, market, afford,
employe, premium, compani, privat, pay,
tax, peopl, state

insur, coverag, deduct, credit, employ,
erisa, premium, aca, afford, subsidi, rein-
sur, busi, tax, uninsur, underwrit, medigap,
fehbp, employe, ahp, small

Drug drug, treatment, abus, use, program, state,
enforc, substanc, addict, communiti, law,
counti, problem, also, prevent, campaign,
crimin, year, alcohol, methamphetamin

methamphetamin, meth, heroin, ec-
stasi, hidta, oxycontin, addict, traffick,
buprenorphin, marijuana, offend, opioid,
methadon, dea, naloxon, cocain, crime,
pseudoephedrin, jail, prison

Analysis data, report, studi, use, test, inform, risk,
devic, evid, effect, base, safeti, result, clinic,
collect, medic, assess, evalu, show, event

devic, data, reprocess, sampl, collect, ad-
vers, analysi, valid, test, analyz, studi,
report, databas, survey, legionella, evid,
analys, error, assess, event

Medication drug, product, fda, market, compani, man-
ufactur, price, prescript, state, pharmaci,
industri, approv, consum, pharmaceut,
generic, inspect, import, regul, safeti, sup-
pli

counterfeit, generic, pharmaci, wholesal,
brand, awp, heparin, formulari, inspect,
cosmet, pharmacist, pbms, patent, an-
titrust, pharmaceut, ftc, fdas, adulter,
chain, pedigre

Crisis man-
agement

health, state, work, public, depart, nation,
respons, feder, local, need, effort, program,
develop, new, system, secur, emerg, also,
communiti, plan

dhs, homeland, disast, biowatch, prepared,
local, secur,,depart, capabl, infrastruc-
tur, katrina, fema, hhs, biosurveil, emerg,
threat, partner, capac, terrorist, strateg

Veteran veteran, servic, care, mental, health, medic,
center, facil, program, militari, provid,
need, member, famili, support, injuri, dod,
nation, disabl, thank

servicememb, warrior, polytrauma, vet-
eran, dav, legion, pva, tbi, armi, reed, visn,
vet, vha, ptsd, prosthet, oefoif, marin, vas,
soldier, cboc

Medicare &
Medicaid

percent, cost, year, program, state,
medicar, medicaid, increas, million, rate,
fund, budget, spend, 000, pay, dollar, bil-
lion, number, save, money

medicaid, spend, billion, budget, dollar, ex-
penditur, cap, financ, revenu, cbo, averag,
growth, per, estim, cut, senior, formula,
debt, gdp, percentag

Disease diseas, ill, brain, condit, caus, effect, symp-
tom, can, disord, exposur, peopl, war, gulf,
treat, problem, chronic, studi, use, one,
treatment

mrsa, antibiot, resist, gulf, tuberculosi,
staph, symptom, anabol, ill, asthma, brain,
adhd, chelat, epilepsi, syndrom, nerv, res-
piratori, neurolog, fluid, receptor
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Stem cell
research &
Women’s
health

women, cell, prevent, american, human,
suicid, diabet, health, organ, research, mi-
nor, transplant, stem, risk, death, rate,
popul, clone, depress, donat

clone, embryo, embryon, abort, hpv, preg-
nanc, preterm, transplant, reproduct, post-
partum, accutan, stem, cervic, smear, pap,
african, hispan, racial, women, somat

Procedural chairman, thank, bill, committe, law, ques-
tion, member, hear, inform, record, offic,
today, testimoni, ask, legisl, congress, state-
ment, answer, act, protect

privaci, senat, letter, bill, hipaa, whistle-
blow, disclosur, file, constitut, statement,
written, record, complaint, alleg, wit,
apolog, page, legal, retali, memo

Youth health children, famili, school, educ, parent, life,
child, live, program, help, kid, young, need,
student, age, autism, work, today, adult,
peopl

footbal, parent, school, teacher, athlet, stu-
dent, nfl, sport, boy, kid, child, children, pe-
diatrician, coach, player, concuss, son, wel-
far, girl, church

Medical Re-
search

research, develop, new, institut, scienc,
technolog, nih, diseas, fund, year, health,
scientif, innov, import, invest, public,
clinic, tobacco, support, need

smokeless, nanotechnolog, tobacco, nih,
scienc, obes, genom, research, discoveri,
biomed, irb, biotech, biotechnolog, path-
way, innov, smoke, institut, acceler, dietari,
cigarett

Medical
Practice

care, health, patient, hospit, physician,
provid, system, medic, qualiti, servic, ac-
cess, practic, nurs, improv, home, need,
communiti, rural, primari, area

telemedicin, nurs, specialti, hospit, physi-
cian, rural, ehr, care, qualiti, primari, deliv-
eri, electron, practic, practition, telehealth,
home, dental, readmiss, access, reward

Medical
Treatment

patient, cancer, treatment, therapi, screen,
medic, treat, medicin, breast, diseas, pain,
year, clinic, hepat, imag, surgeri, altern,
prostat, mani, test

prostat, radiat, chemotherapi, oncologist,
oncolog, tumor, cancer, breast, imag, ther-
api, brachytherapi, scan, biopsi, screen,
convent, imclon, mammogram mammo-
graphi, colon, surgeri

Experiential
(Junk 1)

year, time, day, said, just, month, doctor,
one, know, back, got, get, went, week, last,
never, came, call, come, everi

went, cruis, told, came, knew, guy, got,
night, gave, hour, took, day, never, said,
walk, week, sat, noth, saw, room

Response
(Junk 3)

can, get, make, know, right, sure, work, yes,
abl, now, back, inform, number, want, need,
take, come, put, give, actual

sure, yes, sir, exact, right, make, get, abl,
absolut, folk, back, put, piec, correct, can,
send, tell, give, whatev, check

Opinion
(Junk 2)

think, one, thing, peopl, look, just, know,
say, realli, way, need, lot, like, differ, talk,
see, tri, kind, problem, want

think, realli, thing, kind, lot, sort, someth,
say, probabl, talk, bit, look, tri, way, pretti,
just, mayb, obvious, everybodi, idea
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Figure A10 – Topics of Testimony by Witness Categories
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Figure A11 – Topics of Testimony by Witness Categories
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C Institutional Conditions and Witness Invitation

Table A3 – Hearing Characteristics and Witness Invitation Patterns

Panel A (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) (8)
Outcome (%) = No.Witness Diversity Bureau Research Corp. Labor Trade Membership

Bill 2.123∗∗∗ 6.460∗∗∗ -7.605∗∗∗ -1.919∗∗∗ -1.551∗∗∗ 0.578∗∗ 1.939∗∗∗ 3.056∗∗∗

(0.314) (0.522) (0.765) (0.365) (0.385) (0.247) (0.497) (0.490)

Subcommittee -0.896 6.228∗∗∗ -5.019∗∗∗ 0.593 1.216∗∗∗ 0.0450 0.0750 0.838∗∗

(0.548) (0.736) (1.682) (0.830) (0.414) (0.173) (0.530) (0.382)

No. Comm. Members 0.0403 -0.0778 -0.0234 -0.00754 0.0100 0.0202 0.0526∗∗ 0.0917
(0.0448) (0.0592) (0.0994) (0.0424) (0.0336) (0.0202) (0.0204) (0.0551)

|Floor Median-Comm. Median| -0.112 6.150 1.592 -5.113 -4.653∗∗∗ 1.176 5.060∗∗∗ 6.209∗

(4.393) (3.831) (8.129) (4.155) (1.608) (1.413) (1.688) (3.272)

|Comm. Dem-Comm. Rep| 5.022∗ -6.330∗ 6.439 4.844∗ -0.660 1.322 -0.267 -3.379
(2.887) (3.351) (4.951) (2.397) (1.665) (0.986) (1.326) (2.025)

|Floor Median-Comm. Chair| 2.243 -0.194 4.686 -1.854 -0.0650 0.544 -0.212 -2.980
(1.645) (3.043) (3.770) (1.616) (0.863) (0.531) (0.900) (1.908)

Number of Witness 1.045∗∗∗ -1.009∗∗∗ 0.0668∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 0.0285∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗

(0.0988) (0.0909) (0.0267) (0.0229) (0.00702) (0.0205) (0.0216)

N 30994 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983

adj. R2 0.157 0.318 0.288 0.128 0.130 0.166 0.161 0.224
Mean Outcome Var. 9.8 53.6 34.8 9.3 8.1 2.2 5.7 7.8

Panel B (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Outcome (%) = Agri. Cong. Judicial Local Gov. Lawyer Nonprofit Healthcare Other

Bill -0.106 6.194∗∗∗ 0.222 -1.216∗∗∗ 0.153 0.775∗∗∗ -0.0612 -0.459∗

(0.0869) (0.518) (0.185) (0.316) (0.116) (0.245) (0.102) (0.222)

Subcommittee 0.155 0.901∗∗ 0.0196 0.559 -0.0799 1.551∗∗∗ 0.181 -1.034
(0.0994) (0.352) (0.0860) (0.486) (0.143) (0.402) (0.154) (1.084)

No. Comm. Members -0.0142∗ -0.0726∗ 0.00255 0.00787 -0.0149 -0.0176 -0.0162∗ -0.0185
(0.00783) (0.0387) (0.00510) (0.0284) (0.00996) (0.0202) (0.00885) (0.0175)

|Floor Median-Comm. Median| 0.496 0.0771 -1.714 -3.551 -0.648 0.715 -0.578 0.932
(0.633) (3.126) (1.114) (2.442) (0.903) (1.714) (0.685) (1.022)

|Comm. Dem-Comm. Rep| -0.742 -4.718∗ 0.550 -1.133 -0.259 -0.680 0.305 -1.622
(0.601) (2.702) (0.659) (0.980) (0.718) (1.396) (0.573) (1.267)

|Floor Median-Comm. Chair| 0.521 -1.496 -0.173 0.485 -0.213 -0.420 0.154 1.023
(0.482) (1.462) (0.224) (1.116) (0.290) (0.952) (0.410) (1.185)

Number of Witness 0.0358∗∗ 0.0946∗∗ -0.00596 0.200∗∗∗ 0.000859 0.120∗∗∗ 0.0196∗∗∗ 0.0789∗∗∗

(0.0170) (0.0351) (0.00541) (0.0283) (0.00287) (0.0172) (0.00384) (0.0107)

N 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983

adj. R2 0.332 0.146 0.087 0.175 0.065 0.091 0.253 0.074
Mean Outcome Var. 1.0 7.7 0.6 8.5 1.4 6.7 1.4 4.1

∗ p < 0.10 ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Congress, Committee, Issue FEs are included.
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Table A4 – Institutional Characteristics and Witness Invitation Patterns

Panel A (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) (8)
Outcome (%) = No.Witness Diversity Bureau Cong. Research Agri. Corp. Trade

Divide Government -0.468 0.313 -2.613∗∗ 0.965∗∗ 2.151∗∗∗ 0.161∗ 0.238 -0.0239
(0.340) (0.766) (0.941) (0.344) (0.691) (0.0818) (0.405) (0.272)

Democratic Majority 0.150 0.450 -1.421 -0.375 1.374∗ -0.379∗∗ 0.486∗ -1.172∗∗∗

(0.319) (1.152) (1.217) (0.438) (0.727) (0.137) (0.272) (0.341)

Bill 2.149∗∗∗ 6.422∗∗∗ -7.533∗∗∗ 6.188∗∗∗ -1.943∗∗∗ -0.106 -1.574∗∗∗ 1.926∗∗∗

(0.317) (0.540) (0.785) (0.522) (0.362) (0.0842) (0.376) (0.501)

Bubcommittee -0.909 6.131∗∗∗ -4.961∗∗∗ 0.854∗∗ 0.580 0.147 1.199∗∗∗ 0.0621
(0.545) (0.732) (1.660) (0.341) (0.834) (0.0976) (0.415) (0.526)

No. Comm. Members 0.0352 -0.0166 -0.0507 -0.0765∗ 0.00658 -0.0142∗ 0.0151 0.0527∗∗

(0.0402) (0.0551) (0.0910) (0.0390) (0.0389) (0.00698) (0.0302) (0.0203)

|Floor Median-Comm. Median| -0.187 6.737 0.984 0.251 -4.310 0.369 -4.667∗∗∗ 5.078∗∗∗

(4.287) (4.797) (8.459) (3.074) (4.120) (0.532) (1.564) (1.591)

|Comm. Dem-Comm. Rep| 5.418∗ -6.674∗ 6.445 -5.356∗ 4.514∗ -0.746 -0.211 -0.0954
(2.741) (3.445) (4.890) (2.614) (2.290) (0.610) (1.544) (1.330)

|Floor Median-Comm. Chair| 1.974 -0.812 4.409 -1.565 -1.564 0.475 -0.308 -0.209
(1.629) (3.241) (3.682) (1.495) (1.515) (0.466) (0.978) (0.933)

Number of Witness 1.043∗∗∗ -1.005∗∗∗ 0.0965∗∗ 0.0650∗∗ 0.0355∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗

(0.0987) (0.0910) (0.0351) (0.0267) (0.0169) (0.0229) (0.0205)

N 30994 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983

adj. R2 0.154 0.316 0.287 0.145 0.128 0.332 0.130 0.161
Mean Outcome Var. 9.8 53.6 34.8 7.7 9.3 1.0 8.1 5.7

Panel B (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Outcome (%) = Judicial Local Gov. Lawyer Labor Nonprofit Healthcare Membership Other

Divided Government -0.0387 0.108 0.290∗ -0.410∗∗∗ -0.224 -0.214 -0.659 0.271
(0.0504) (0.270) (0.152) (0.135) (0.278) (0.163) (0.396) (0.365)

Democratic Majority 0.0723 -0.287 0.361∗∗ 0.340∗∗∗ 0.572 -0.0582 -0.114 0.601
(0.0993) (0.457) (0.172) (0.100) (0.531) (0.162) (0.484) (0.564)

Bill 0.223 -1.212∗∗∗ 0.152 0.584∗∗ 0.774∗∗∗ -0.0632 3.057∗∗∗ -0.475∗∗

(0.185) (0.320) (0.116) (0.245) (0.246) (0.103) (0.493) (0.215)

Subcommittee 0.0210 0.558 -0.0684 0.0518 1.577∗∗∗ 0.176 0.842∗∗ -1.041
(0.0848) (0.481) (0.141) (0.173) (0.403) (0.152) (0.369) (1.075)

No. Comm. Members 0.00256 0.0176 -0.0131 0.0176 -0.0137 -0.0137 0.0861∗ -0.0162
(0.00510) (0.0283) (0.00923) (0.0187) (0.0196) (0.00837) (0.0491) (0.0183)

|Floor Median-Comm. Median| -1.707 -3.758 -0.579 0.877 0.902 -0.436 6.057∗ 0.938
(1.110) (2.494) (0.979) (1.284) (1.618) (0.676) (3.150) (1.043)

|Comm. Dem-Comm. Rep| 0.445 -0.644 -0.297 1.456 -0.860 -0.0215 -3.424∗ -1.205
(0.632) (0.963) (0.650) (1.030) (1.409) (0.604) (1.957) (1.124)

|Floor Median-Comm. Chair| -0.112 0.596 -0.135 0.449 -0.399 0.174 -2.894 1.084
(0.196) (1.182) (0.327) (0.508) (0.926) (0.406) (1.982) (1.078)

Number of Witness -0.00611 0.200∗∗∗ 0.000304 0.0286∗∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 0.0192∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗ 0.0781∗∗∗

(0.00528) (0.0284) (0.00290) (0.00723) (0.0172) (0.00383) (0.0213) (0.0107)

N 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983 30983

adj. R2 0.087 0.175 0.065 0.165 0.090 0.253 0.225 0.074
Mean Outcome Var. 0.6 8.5 1.4 2.2 6.7 1.4 7.8 4.1

∗ p < 0.10 ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. President, Committee, Issue FEs are included.
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Table A5 – Divided Government, President’s Issue Priority, and Bureaucrats as Witnesses

(1) (2) (3)
Outcome = Bureaucrat as Witness (%)
Divided Government -2.153∗∗ -0.292 -1.304∗

(0.796) (0.897) (0.694)

Democratic Majority -2.062 -1.500 -2.010
(1.377) (1.468) (1.386)

Bill -7.617∗∗∗ -7.662∗∗∗ -7.597∗∗∗

(0.794) (0.791) (0.793)

Subcommittee -4.990∗∗∗ -4.906∗∗∗ -4.969∗∗∗

(1.503) (1.673) (1.497)

No. Comm. Member -0.0432 -0.0420 -0.0396
(0.0950) (0.102) (0.0947)

—Floor Median-Comm. Median— -0.181 1.027 -0.0389
(8.497) (9.386) (8.385)

—Comm.Dem-Com.Rep— 7.756 6.249 7.760
(5.114) (5.673) (5.108)

—Floor Median-Comm.Chair— 4.101 5.705 4.182
(3.819) (4.130) (3.853)

Number of Witness -1.028∗∗∗ -1.029∗∗∗ -1.028∗∗∗

(0.0936) (0.103) (0.0934)

Issue Decilea 0.401∗∗

(0.169)

Divided Government × Issue Decile -0.384∗∗

(0.147)

High Salient Issueb 1.704∗∗

(0.687)

Divided Government × High Salient Issue -1.562∗∗

(0.683)

N 31773 27270 31773
adj. R2 0.275 0.277 0.275
∗ p < 0.10 ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. President and committee FEs are included.
Standard errors are clustered at the committee level. Hearing- and committee-level
controls are included. a: President’s issue priority measure based on the State of
the Union speeches. It ranges from 1 to 10: 1 = least frequently mentioned issue,
10 = most frequently mentioned issue. b: 1 if Issue Decile ≥ 5 and 0 otherwise.
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Table A6 – Elimination of OTA on the Number of Invited Witness

Variable Coef. Std. Err. t-stat P-value [95% Conf. Interval]

Treated -0.0183 0.6563 -0.03 0.978 -1.3833 1.3466
101th Congress 0.0208 0.2794 0.07 0.941 -0.5603 0.6020
102th Congress -0.7329 0.4251 -1.72 0.099 -1.6169 0.1511
103th Congress -0.9991 0.6318 -1.58 0.129 -2.3130 0.3148
104th Congress 0.9819 0.5590 1.76 0.094 -0.1806 2.1444
105th Congress -1.6116 0.6859 -2.35 0.029 -3.0381 -0.1851
106th Congress -1.9415 0.6694 -2.9 0.009 -3.3337 -0.5493
treatedX101th Congress -0.6811 0.4862 -1.4 0.176 -1.6922 0.3300
treatedX102th Congress -0.0100 0.5651 -0.02 0.986 -1.1852 1.1652
treatedX103th Congress -0.2014 0.8994 -0.22 0.825 -2.0718 1.6690
treatedX104th Congress -2.0086 0.6082 -3.3 0.003 -3.2734 -0.7438
treatedX105th Congress -0.5624 0.7880 -0.71 0.483 -2.2012 1.0764
treatedX106th Congress -1.1619 0.7721 -1.5 0.147 -2.7676 0.4439
Bill 2.2112 0.4534 4.88 0 1.2684 3.1541
Subcommittee -1.1215 0.8328 -1.35 0.192 -2.8534 0.6104
Number of Committee Member -0.0154 0.0413 -0.37 0.712 -0.1014 0.0705

Notes: Number of observation is 10,179. Prob >F = 0.0000. Adj R-squared = 0.0677. Issue fixed
effects are included. Standard errors are clustered at the committee level.

Table A7 – Elimination of OTA on the Invitation of Research Witness

Variable Coef. Std. Err. t-stat P-value [95% Conf. Interval]

Treated 3.993364 2.7699 1.4400 0.1640 -1.766887 9.753615
101th Congress -0.3568618 0.4594 -0.7800 0.4460 -1.312171 0.5984473
102th Congress 1.250601 0.9309 1.3400 0.1930 -0.6853599 3.186562
103th Congress -0.5356855 0.8278 -0.6500 0.5250 -2.257258 1.185887
104th Congress 1.045746 0.9077 1.1500 0.2620 -0.8420227 2.933514
105th Congress 1.103274 0.9820 1.1200 0.2740 -0.9388484 3.145397
106th Congress 0.7270946 0.9801 0.7400 0.4660 -1.31112 2.765309
treatedX101th Congress 0.0767433 0.5936 0.1300 0.8980 -1.157769 1.311256
treatedX102th Congress 0.4090257 1.8902 0.2200 0.8310 -3.521845 4.339896
treatedX103th Congress 0.6340882 1.0286 0.6200 0.5440 -1.504983 2.773159
treatedX104th Congress -4.594514 0.6603 -6.9600 0.0000 -5.967743 -3.221285
treatedX105th Congress -1.748871 0.8168 -2.1400 0.0440 -3.447461 -0.0502822
treatedX106th Congress -3.706158 0.9647 -3.8400 0.0010 -5.712429 -1.699888
Bill -1.811747 0.5606 -3.2300 0.0040 -2.977584 -0.6459086
Subcommittee -2.064094 1.5808 -1.3100 0.2060 -5.351648 1.22346
Number of Committee Member 0.0176605 0.0659 0.2700 0.7910 -0.1193818 0.1547028

Notes: Number of observation is 10,172. Prob >F = 0.0000. Adj R-squared = 0.0787. Issue fixed effects
are included. Standard errors are clustered at the committee level.
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Figure A12 – Number of OTA Assessment Request by House Committees, 1990-1995
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Figure A13 – Changes in the Number of Committee Staff
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